Smarter options
for better outcomes

Wilshire
has been helping
clients invest for a
better future
for nearly 50 years.

Intelligently Designed Solutions
Wilshire offers sophisticated analytics, extensive access to market
intelligence, and an innovative portfolio construction process. Our
solutions for financial intermediaries, financial advisors, and retail
investors offer smarter options for better outcomes.
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Every day we strive to help investors achieve their goals by

associates
worldwide

decades of experience working with some of the largest institutional

delivering truly differentiated solutions. Backed by over four
investors in the world, Wilshire’s clients gain access to our:
• Sophisticated proprietary analytics and risk management tools
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• Institutional manager research capabilities

CFA
charterholders

• Proven portfolio construction process
• Diversified portfolio options
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We consider multiple layers of information, from broad

CAIA®
designations

economic and market data to specific asset class and investment
manager information, leading to the creation of highly informed
portfolio solutions.

70+
investment
professionals
contributing to
manager research

10
offices
worldwide

*As of 9/30/2021
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An Institutional Advantage
Wilshire has long tracked the performance of retail and institutional
investors and our analysis shows that institutions consistently outperform.
Why? A focus on long-term performance defined by:
• Strict adherence to a disciplined process
• Avoiding emotional decision making and market timing
• Access to a wide set of investment options

Institutional Investors Outpace Individual Investors
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plans. Wilshire TUCS is a cooperative effort among Wilshire Associates, several global custodian banks and trust companies to aggregate asset
allocation and holdings data representing more than three trillion dollars of U.S institutional assets. The chart shown intends to demonstrate what
wilshire.com | ©2021 Wilshire Advisors LLC. For Financial Professionals Only.
Wilshire believes to be the effect of behavioral biases, such as market timing, exhibited by retail investors. Other factors that may materially affect
the difference in returns between retail and institutional investors include but are not limited to: size of asset pool, investment horizon, liquidity
requirements, restraints and access to types, varieties, and brands of investments and lower fee investment options. The reader should view these
returns in consideration of other relevant factors and should not rely solely on performance data shown. Past performance is not indicative of
future results.
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A Clear Investment Approach
Our investment approach is straightforward: We seek to deliver attractive risk-adjusted
returns through intelligently designed, efficiently managed portfolios that apply the same
process, expertise, and knowledge that we employ for our institutional clients.

This approach is applied through:

1 Dynamic asset allocation
2 Disciplined manager research
3 Risk-aware portfolio construction
4 Objective ongoing oversight
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1 Dynamic asset allocation
Our asset allocation process leverages the consensus expectations of
large institutional investors. From there, based on short- to mediumterm views, our Investment Strategy Committee can dynamically tilt
portfolios to take advantage of changing market conditions.
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Asset class views are based on a multi-dimensional framework.
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We recognize that markets are constantly shifting, and we have the agility
and expertise to adapt our solutions to address these changes.
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2 Disciplined Manager Research
Manager research is central to everything we do. The approximately
75 professionals that contribute to Wilshire’s manager research
efforts are tasked with finding the best strategies across the asset class
spectrum. We employ a rigorous and proprietary search and selection
process that includes active and passive implementations and alternative
strategies.
Our goal is to narrow the field of managers and identify those that
have the potential to produce alpha consistently over the long term.
Far-reaching knowledge base
We are continually tracking, collecting, and adding to our proprietary
database of over 42,000 investment products. This includes separate
accounts, mutual funds, alternative products, collective investment
trusts, ETFs, and indices.
Differentiated access
Our manager research analysts hold over 1,400 manager meetings
annually on average, enabling us to regularly refresh our information
and insights based on first-hand knowledge of investment managers,
their products, and processes.
Powerful proprietary tools
Technology is critical to analyzing today’s investment landscape.
We utilize proprietary analytic tools that enable us to review large
quantities of complex data. This leads to a highly informed view of
markets, managers, and risk.
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3 Risk-Aware Portfolio Construction
Building a multi-manager portfolio is not simply a matter of choosing
products with the highest alpha potential. Wilshire was an early
practitioner of portfolio optimization, taking a variety of factors into
consideration to best combine investment manager allocations to
maximize expected return for a given level of risk.

4 Objective Ongoing Oversight
Our responsibility does not end once a portfolio is constructed.
We regularly monitor the asset allocation and underlying managers
of each portfolio we manage. Portfolios are rebalanced on an
ongoing basis, with adjustments made to allocations and managers
as conditions warrant.
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About Wilshire Advisors LLC
An independent firm since 1972, Wilshire serves more than 500 institutional and
intermediary clients worldwide from 10 offices around the globe.

Our clients benefit from the expertise and
credentials of Wilshire’s investment teams.
Our decades of experience enable us to translate
institutional best practices into practical solutions
for a wide range of investors.

40+
years of experience

$1.3
trillion in assets
under advisement*

$93
billion in assets under
management*

*As of 6/30/2021
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To learn more please contact:

Wilshire Advisors LLC
1299 Ocean Avenue, Suite 700
Santa Monica, CA 90401
Phone: +1 855 626 8281

managedportfolios@wilshire.com
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About Wilshire
Wilshire is a global provider of market-leading indexes,
advanced analytics, and multi-asset investment solutions.
A trusted partner to a diverse range of more than 500
institutional investors and financial advisors and intermediaries,
our clients rely on us to improve investment outcomes for a
better future. Wilshire is headquartered in the United States
with offices worldwide and advises on over $1.3 trillion in
assets, $93 billion of which are assets under management.
More information on Wilshire can be found at
www.wilshire.com

For more information, please visit www.wilshire.com,
email us at managedportfolios@wilshire.com or reach out to
your Wilshire representative directly.
Wilshire is a global financial services firm providing diverse services to various types of investors and intermediaries. As such,
Wilshire’s products, services, investment approach and advice may differ between clients and all of Wilshire’s products and services
may not be available to all clients. For more information regarding Wilshire’s services, please see Wilshire’s ADV Part 2 available at
www.wilshire.com/ADV.
This material may include estimates, projections, assumptions and other “forward-looking statements.” Forward-looking statements
represent Wilshire’s current beliefs and opinions in respect of potential future events. These statements are not guarantees of future
performance and undue reliance should not be placed on them. Such forward-looking statements necessarily involve known and
unknown risks and uncertainties, which may cause actual events, performance and financial results to differ materially from any
projections. Forward-looking statements speak only as of the date on which they are made and are subject to change without notice.
Wilshire undertakes no obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statements..
Wilshire® is a registered service mark of Wilshire Advisors LLC. All other trade names, trademarks, and/or service marks
are the property of their respective holders.
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